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lately none.    " Good morning! " he said, and turned on
his heel.
Somehow it had not been so friendly as he had expected.
Michael's words " The Press is a sensitive plant " came into
his mind. He shouldn't mention his visit.
Two days later, picking up £ The Evening Sun ' at The
Connoisseurs, he saw the word ' Foggartism.' H'm ! A
leader !
" Of the panaceas rife among the young hopefuls in
politics, perhaps the most absurd is one which goes by
the name of Foggartism. We are in a position to explain
tie nature of this patent remedy for what is supposed to
be the national ill-health before it has been put on the
market. Based on Sir James Foggart's book, ' The Par-
lous State of England,5 the main article of faith in this
crazy creed would appear to be the depletion of British
man-power. According to its prophets, we are to de-
spatch to the ends of the Empire hundreds of thousands
of our boys and girls as soon as they leave school. Quite
apart from the rank impossibility of absorbing them into
the life of the slowly developing Dominions, we are to
lose this vital stream of labour and defensive material,
in order that twenty years hence the demand from our
Dominions may equal the supplying power of Great
Britain. A crazier proposition was never conceived in
woolly brains. Well does the word Foggartism charac-
terise such a proposition. Alongside this emigration
' stunt'—for there is no other term which suits its sensa-
tional character—rises a feeble back-to-the-land propa-
ganda. The keystone of the whole professes to be the
doctrine that the standard of British wages and living
now preclude us from any attempt to rival German pro-
duction, or to recover our trade with Europe. Such a turn-
ing of the tail on our industrial supremacy has probably

